Where we stayed

Weekend away
A TIMBER-FRAMED HEREFORDSHIRE RETREAT
PROVIDES ALL THE PEACE, QUIET AND FIREBUILDING PRACTICE YOU COULD WISH FOR
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Words: SALLY COULTHARD

or hundreds of years, people built houses from what they had to hand.
Straw for rooves, stones picked from the fields, and oak timbers, sliced
from the forests that swaddled much of medieval Britain. We’ve lost so
much of this vernacular knowledge and yet a few, dedicated craftspeople
are quietly keeping traditions alive. One such artisan is John Williams
who, with his friend David Martin, hand-built Cruckbarn, a hilltop
timber-framed retreat. At one with its surroundings, in a secluded, ancient corner of
Herefordshire, this functional building used a hundred oaks felled from the woodland,
granite from a local quarry and carpentry techniques straight from the skillset of a
medieval builder. It’s a triumph of quiet determination and craftsmanship, their efforts
paid back ten-fold in a building that’s both honest and breathtaking.
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Cruckbarn’s footprint is modest but
cleverly set out to make the most of
its space without feeling cramped.
A generous mezzanine forms
the master bedroom, with a
second double making it easy to
accommodate couples, families or
a small group of friends. Underfloor
heating, a walk-in shower and a
roll-top bath tick the luxury
checklist, sustainably sourced by
a ground-source heat pump and
water bore hole.
But basic it is not. The interiors
are confidently modern rustic –
plenty of sheepskins, substantial
oak tables and blasts of dark blue.
There are lots of thoughtful touches
– an LP player, a boxful of vintage
records, a vast wood burner and,
best of all, no TV.

ESCAPE | A PLACE TO STAY

What we ate
With foodie Ludlow nearby and an
abundance of excellent village pubs,
it’s easy to eat out well in this corner
of Herefordshire. For a delicious
lunch in a chatty setting, head to
Smokehouse Cicchetti Bar & Deli in
Broad Street, Ludlow, a tiny Italian
‘tapas’ place with one long table
shared by everybody. If you want to
wander back on foot from the local
pub, The Oak in Wigmore provides
good opportunity for relaxed
drinking. The Riverside at nearby
Aymestrey commands an
impressive position next to the
bridge and navigates that tricky
balance of friendly local and
destination food pub. Or, for
something extra special, The Stagg
at Titley is a marvel and deservedly
earned itself Dining Pub of the Year
2018 in the Good Pub Guide.

What we did
There are plenty of woodland walks
and country rambles to enjoy,
especially in Mortimer Forest, a
remnant of ancient Saxon woodland
with steep slopes and cracking
views, and Offa’s Dyke, a 176-mile
footpath that follows an 8thcentury earthwork that divides
England and Wales. With at least
eight castles within a 20-mile
radius, there’s no excuse not to
enjoy some ruins, but if shopping’s

more your sport, Ludlow has lovely
independent retailers: a letterpress
stationer and renovators’ paradise,
the Period House Shop. Cruckbarn
isn’t the only oak-framed wonder
locally. Ludlow, nine miles away,
holds many of the finest and best
preserved, but smaller gems include
Pembridge and Eardisland, villages
that form part of the Black & White
Trail, a 40-mile circular route that
meanders past some of the oldest
oak-framed houses in the country.

seven-acre copse, build a mighty
fire stack and while away the
evening toasting giant
marshmallows (helpfully
provided), while listening for owls.
By day, there’s a large field where
you can fly kites or play outdoor
games and a steady stream of
wildlife to watch from your
doorstep including redstarts,
flycatchers, tree-creepers and
willow warblers. If you’re lucky, you
might even glimpse a red kite.

We also saw…

The best thing

Even if you don’t want to leave the
quiet seclusion of Cruckbarn, there
are plenty of things to do and see.
There’s a permanent fire pit just
outside the door, well set up for a
night of stargazing and campfire
storytelling. Collect the wood
yourself from the barn’s very own

Few places in the UK can offer total
and utter seclusion. Cruckbarn is
a slice of rural peace without the
thundering tractors or early
morning cockerels. Time passed
deliciously slowly, especially in the
fire-lit evenings, and many an hour
was passed staring at the majestic
vaulted ceiling and working out
how on earth two plucky blokes
managed to build such a
magnificent space all by themselves.

Cruckbarn in Wigmore,
Herefordshire, sleeps five (in two
doubles and a single day bed).
A long weekend (Fri–Mon)
starts at £475; cruckbarn.co.uk.
See also ludlow.org.uk and
visitherefordshire.co.uk.
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